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ELMO Connect
Streamline employee communications
Boost team collaboration and enhance corporate culture
A primary challenge for any organisation with a remote or disparate
workforce is maintaining effective communication across a dispersed
group of individuals. With the global COVID-19 pandemic forcing many
organisations to implement alternative working arrangements, often for the
first time, this challenge is exacerbated. Many employers have reported a dip in
employee engagement and a reduction in team collaboration – and therefore
less innovation – largely due to a reliance on old technology such as email.
ELMO Connect resolves these issues by offering instant
functionality and integration with Zoom video conferencing.
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Organisations will deliver rapid benefits to their workforce without needing
to invest in complex and time-consuming integrations themselves. Team
communication and collaboration can occur from the same place that
employees make leave applications, undertake their learning activities, and
complete their performance appraisals. All this unlocks high user adoption and a
seamless employee experience across an organisation, while staying connected.

Instantly Communicate
with Colleagues

Initiate and Manage
Zoom Meetings

Benefit from Rapid
Implementation

Utilise the chat functionality to
strengthen collaboration between
multiple users or one-on-one.

Easily initiate Zoom meetings
from ELMO and effectively manage
Zoom video conferencing.

Leverage your existing ELMO
user base without the need to
procure and integrate with
third-party applications.

Key Benefits
ELMO Connect presents a powerful value proposition for users.
With Zoom now the most ubiquitous tool for video conferencing, there are clear benefits to an ELMO-Zoom integration.
Firstly, employees are empowered to start multiple Zoom meetings from within ELMO’s platform after a one-time, easy
set-up. Secondly, HR professionals and administrators gain reporting tools to monitor usage and maintain a record of key
meetings – backed by the knowledge that ELMO is ISO 27001:2013 certified and is committed to keeping information secure.
ELMO Connect’s chat functionality enables one-on-one conversations and multi-user chats to occur. Users can send
documents to colleagues, allowing for collaboration in real time. Channels can also be created to issue company-wide /
departmental communications, and encourage team-based / project-based collaboration.

Engage

ELMO Connect
Key Features
Use the chat functionality to spark one-on-one or multi-user online conversations
Create group channels to issue company-wide / departmental communications, and rally teams
around a shared project or initiative
Collaborate in real-time and send attachments to colleagues
Send messages to colleagues when they are offline, which can be read when they login again
Enable end-users to authorise their Zoom account to directly initiate meetings
Start one or more Zoom meetings from within ELMO’s platform after a one-time easy set-up
Empower users to review their list of Zoom meetings
Rapid implementation leveraging the ELMO user base – no need to procure and integrate third-party
applications

Great alone, better together!
Harness additional benefits from ELMO Connect by adding these complementary modules:
Learning Management

Bolster the social elements of group learning exercises with enhanced
communication between learners, introduce video learning, and send reminders
and updates about courses.

Performance Management

Allow for performance appraisals to be conducted via Zoom and ensure regular
check-ins are being conducted between employees and managers.

Recruitment

Conduct candidate interviews via Zoom and use chat to discuss feedback from
interviews and determine next steps with managers/interviewers.

Onboarding

Check in with your new recruits easily via chat or Zoom and ensure they are well
equipped for their role.
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